Inaugural 2017
PRV Victoria Cup.
Application instructions

Please read these instructions carefully and the attached application form. Please submit this application to:

**Email**
pigeonracingvictoria@gmail.com, or

**Mail**
Pigeon Racing Victoria
26 Linton Avenue
Lower Templestowe VIC 3107.

If sending by mail you must include your telephone and/or email address so you can be advised of your application being accepted. Sending an application does not guarantee a successful application and is subject to ring availability and a completed application. The number of rings on issue are limited. Please include the competing loft address and competition name in printed capital letters for example: J. SMITH & D. THOMAS, 217 BEN STREET BOX HILL VIC 3072.

Please ensure all fields are completed or application will be rejected and you will have to re-apply. You can apply for more rings as many times as you want in either your name or other syndicates. When an application is accepted, you will be notified of the acceptance with a reference number by email, telephone or alternatively by SMS if you do not have an email. Within seven days you must transfer funds to:

**Bendigo Bank**
Account No. 153896493
BSB No. 633-000

Under your name or racing name for example: Tas Gazis or if syndicate T. GAZIS & P. GARDENER.

If funds are not transferred within seven working days expire the application becomes invalid.

You must pay for the full price of a ring ($100) and not 50% if part of a syndicate. PRV bears no responsibility on any matter between the syndicate members. When funds are received you will receive email or SMS notification of the rings numbers allocated and a reference number to you via email, mail or a PRV representative.

The distribution of rings will be arranged by PRV and its committee members/delegates. PRV will strive to distribute rings in the most efficient and practical way possible. Each federation will have a PRV delegate distributing rings for the respective federation as per below:

**Victorian Homing Association**
Tas Gazis 0419 386 861
Tim Owen 0419 137 948

**Western Pigeon Federation**
Michael Portelli 9315 0212
Joe Farrugia 0418 386 506

**Victorian Racing Pigeon Union**
Rod Simmons 0423 512 264
John Share 0417 080 760

**Victorian Pigeon Organisation**
Eddie Szatkowski 0418 878 058
Barry Vaughan 0403 647 077

**Greater Melbourne Pigeon Federation**
Paul Gardener 0414 506 344
Clem Sedgman 9796 1247

**Country Victoria**
Rex Perkins 0418 123 161

**Geelong**
Glen Mathews 0418 875 498

**Interstate**
any of the above.

Please turn over
2017 PRV Victoria Cup Application

1. Name of purchaser of rings: ____________________________________________

2. Number of rings purchased with total cost. (Cost is $100 each): ________________

3. If syndicate, number of rings per competing flyer & loft address (must be competing with the WPF, GMPF, VHA, VPO or Geelong. Print in capital letters eg:
   6 RINGS IN TOTAL
   2 rings competing from lofts of JOHN CITIZEN, 17 BRENT STREET BOX HILL 3102
   2 rings competing from lofts of PETER SMITH, 17 LANDEN AVENUE HEIDELBERG 3105
   2 rings competing from own loft at 4 BELL STREET PRESTON 3104

4. Please provide email and telephone contact details of ring purchaser and loft owner.

5. Please print name of ring purchaser and loft owner/racer and provide signatures of both parties.

You will be notified once your application is accepted and be provided a reference number. You must make payment within 7 days. Once the payment is received and verified you will be notified by email or SMS of the ring numbers you have been allocated and how to receive the actual rings.

NOTE: Please refer to full set of race conditions available at www.pigeonracingvictoria.com

By signing this application it is considered that you have agreed to and will comply with all race conditions and terms.